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Factors such as project and execution errors, lack of maintenance and inspection, and increases in 
loading can cause deficiencies to reinforced concrete structures. In this regard, there is the necessity 
of the application of structural reinforcement systems. This manuscript aims at the structural capacity 
analyses involving the bending of steel-reinforced concrete beams with additional reinforcement of 
polymer composites using glass and carbon fibers, and its comparison with regular reinforced concrete 
beams. Steel-reinforced concrete, polymeric composite, and hybrid beams (steel-reinforced concrete 
and polymeric composite combined) were submitted to the four-points bending test. Experimental 
and calculated results for the dimensioning of the beams were compared, allowing the validation 
of the calculation method and its implementation. It was possible to notice both the efficiency of 
the composite material applied as reinforcement, as well as the efficiency of the calculation models 
applied in this work.

Keywords: Polymer composite, steel reinforced concrete, structural reinforcement, glass fiber/
epoxy laminate, carbon fiber/epoxy laminate.

1. Introduction
Each structure changes over time with a limited useful life, 

for that matter, every structural element will deteriorate over 
the years of service, either for internal or external reasons1. 
Engineering studies related to pathologies, their origins, and 
their consequences aim at a common goal: the guarantee of 
satisfactory performance of structures, i.e. the behavior in 
service of each product, result of each one of the steps of 
the design and execution, considering key factors, such as 
degradation of the structure, by physical or chemical attack, 
the use and intended useful life of the structure2.

An important concept, still in the general understanding 
of pathologies, is that a failure committed in the process of 
designing the structure makes the solution to the problem 
much more complex. These types of errors are much more 
difficult to be solved in the future, when compared to 
those who had an erroneous execution or a failure in the 
maintenance of the structure, since the first generates errors 
in an integral way in the structure, and the second generates 
localized pathologies3-5.

After the emergence of pathology in the structure, 
consequently, arises the necessity for its recovery through 
a technical intervention, which can be defined as a series of 
procedures to stabilize a process of structural degradation, 
reverse the situation, and modify the performance of the 
element in question6,7. The repair in structural elements occurs 
due mainly to degradation of the concrete or the steel used as 

reinforcement, which may be shallow or superficial, semi-
deep or deep, according to the penetration of the damage8,9.

Usually, the structural reinforcements used are based 
on the techniques of increasing the reinforced concrete 
section, such as reinforcement with a new reinforced concrete 
layer10 which is a common technique using consolidated and 
easily accessible materials but with architectural interference 
and the need for close attention to the adhesion between the 
layers, reinforcement with a new layer of reinforced concrete 
with the addition of fibers11 which brings great tensile strength 
in addition to the previous technique, but at a higher cost, 
reinforcements with metal profiles12, used in emergency 
interventions with fast execution, but recurring maintenance 
and architectural interference, or reinforcements with metal 
sheets, through bonding with polymer resins13 or anchored 
with screws, wires, or metal angles14 which also have fast 
execution, with little noise and architectural interference, 
but obstructing the view of new cracks.

New solutions consolidated in the market involve the 
use of fiber-reinforced polymers (FRP), such as carbon, 
polyaramid, and glass fibers, resulting in high rigidity 
and mechanical strength, and taking advantage of the low 
specific mass, the main feature of polymer composites15-18. 
The reinforcement can be performed in different ways, such 
as bending and shear mode reinforcement, by confinement, 
and in structural masonry, wood, and metal19,20.

In recent years, a lot of research has been carried out in 
the field of fiber-reinforced polymers (FRP) being used as *e-mail: edson.cocchieri.botelho@gmail.com
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reinforcement in civil structures due to the large number of 
combinations of polymeric matrices and fibers that can be 
studied21,22. Thus, this sector continually advances creating and 
characterizing new materials and studying their application 
in the civil construction sector.

Schober et al.23 studied the reinforcement of wooden 
structures with FRP material through adhesives. A review of 
the latest in the sector was carried out, citing glass, carbon, 
aramid, and basalt fibers, as well as different types of adhesives 
such as polyurethanes, polyesters, phenolics, and amino 
plastics, with special emphasis on epoxy-based adhesives. 
The authors also present a design model considering fractures 
and delamination, and the main proposed applications are 
reinforcement at the end of beams, improvement in tensile 
strength, shear reinforcement, and FRP prestressing acting 
on the tensile component of a bending beam.

Qin et al.24 evaluate the effect of the reinforcement ratio 
on the structural performance of hybrid beams, reinforced 
by FRP and steel. Nonlinear 3D finite element models 
are proposed to simulate beams reinforced by the hybrid 
system. The study of the ratio between the FRP and steel 
reinforcements allows us to determine the ideal range of 
values that promotes the post-elastic strength of the beam 
with sufficient ductility and rigidity. Finally, the advantages 
of over-reinforcement models, high structural performance, 
and under-reinforced, economical, are demonstrated.

Zhu et al.25 investigated the bending structural behavior of 
high-strength partially reinforced concrete beams reinforced 
with basalt FRP bars using 4-point bending tests. A model 
for calculating the moment of inertia was developed to 
determine the deflection of the service load on the beams. 
It was also observed the influence of the variation in the 
ratio between steel and FRP reinforcement, such as flexural 
capacity, ductility, deflection, and cracks.

Gómez et al.26 studied the behavior of wooden beams 
reinforced by different types of FRP and metallic fibers when 
subjected to bending. Adhesion was performed using epoxy 
resins and reinforcements were prepared with carbon fiber, 
high modulus of elasticity carbon fiber, glass fiber, basalt 
fiber, and metallic fibers. Different configurations were 
tested and compared with the unreinforced beam. It was 
determined that the fibers substantially increased the initial 
strength of the beams, especially fibers with a lower modulus 
of elasticity, such as basalt and glass.

Thus, this manuscript aims to analyze the structural 
capacity gain in bending of concrete beams reinforced with 
composite plates using glass and carbon fiber composite 
laminates. This study focuses on the use of fiber-reinforced 
polymer composites (FRP) in civil engineering and its 
comparison with reinforced concrete beams, validating 
structural gains and calculation methodology.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials and methods
The reinforced concrete beams were prepared according 

to the recipe 1 : 2.23 : 2.99 : 0.56, with the application of 
plasticizing additive, in the proportion of 1.5%m/m of cement, 
to improve the densification of the concrete.

The cement used in this study was the type CPII-32, with 
a small aggregate with a maximum diameter of 2.4 mm, large 
aggregate with dimensions between 4.8, and 9.5 mm and 
the plasticizing additive Fazgrauth, from Vedacit Company.

The steel reinforcement of the concrete beams was prepared 
with 5 mm diameter CA-60 steel, with single-bar longitudinal 
reinforcement and single-branch transversal reinforcement 
to undersize the structure and ensure distribution of stress in 
the composite reinforcement, evaluating structural gain due 
to the application of glass fiber/epoxy (FRP-G) and carbon 
fiber/epoxy laminates (FRP-C). The steel reinforcements 
were integrated through welding with a coated electrode 
to ensure the proper union and positioning inside the mold.

The polymeric structural composites were laminated 
using epoxy resin pre-impregnated fiber fabric, with a curing 
cycle at 127 ± 6 °C, a tensile strength of 80 MPa, and an 
elastic modulus of 3.24 GPa. The glass fiber fabric used was 
a plain weave style, with a weight of 115 g/m2, 38% in fiber 
volume, a tensile strength of 393 MPa, a tensile modulus 
of 20.7 GPa, a compression strength of 444 MPa, and a 
compression modulus of 20.7 GPa. The carbon fiber fabric 
used was also a plain weave style, with a weight of 194 g/m2, 
50% in fiber volume, a tensile strength of 848 MPa, a tensile 
modulus of 58 GPa, a compression strength of 904 MPa, 
and a compression modulus of 57.2 GPa. All the properties 
present at room temperature of 24 ºC27.

2.2. Design of concrete beams and composite
The design of concrete beams is performed according to 

NBR 6118:201428 and presents as a hypothesis a rectangular 
section beam subject to bending moment, to determine the 
steel necessary to withstand the tensile load originated in 
the specimen. The design considers the strength of the 
prepared concrete, the steel used, and the bending moment 
in question29. Using Equations 1, 2, 3, and 4 is possible to 
obtain the calculation coefficients (KC, KS, and KX) and the 
steel area of the concrete reinforcement (AS), as follows:
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Considering Md = calculated bending moment; bw = nominal 
width of the specimen cross-section; d = distance from the 
reinforcement center of gravity to the most compressed fiber 
of the concrete; fcd = calculated compressive strength of 
concrete; and fyd = calculated compressive strength of steel.

The design is performed according to the desired 
behavior on the beam concerning the deformation of the 
concrete and steel. It is called a normally reinforced beam 
when the concrete has already reached the rupture specific 
yield strength (3.5‰) and the steel is exactly in the specific 
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yield strength (2.5‰ for CA-60 steel), this point is the 
boundary between domains 3 and 4, and according to the 
type of steel used, corresponds to a KX of 0.59. It is called 
sub-reinforced beam on two occasions: when the steel has 
already completely yielded before reaching the rupture 
specific deformation of the concrete, corresponding to a 
KX less than 0.26 (Domain 2); and when the steel has not 
yet reached the specific yield strength when the concrete 
reaches the rupture specific yield strength, corresponding 
to a KX interval between 0.26 and 0.59 (Domain 3). Finally, 
it is called a super-reinforced beam when the concrete has 
already reached the rupture specific yield strength and the 
steel has not yielded yet, corresponding to a KX higher than 
0.59. A visual demonstration of the domains, according to 
the rupture specific yield strength of the concrete (εcu) and 
specific yield strength of the steel (εyd), can be seen in Figure 1.

The design of the polymer composite was performed with 
the assistance of a manual based on normative considerations 
such as ACI 440.2R-17 and ACI 318-1930,31. The sizing is 
iterative and based on the dimensions of the cross-section, 
steel area, and mechanical properties of the element 
being reinforced. The bending moment (Md) calculation 
is based especially on the Equation 5, considering “As“ as 
steel reinforcement area; “y” as the height of the concrete 
simplified rectangular diagram; “ΨR“ as a reduction factor, 
“AR“ as composite reinforcement area; “fR“ as reinforcement 
strength; and ”dR“ as the distance from the reinforcement 
center of gravity to the most compressed concrete fiber.

 * * * * *   
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2.3. Processing of concrete beams
The preparation of the concrete specimens was performed 

with the mechanical mixing of binder, aggregates, additives, 
and water, gradually and orderly. Wooden molds were used 
to ensure the shape of the beam and avoid eccentricities in 
the specimen, in addition to ensuring the proper positioning 
of the reinforcement, according to Figure 2. Additionally, 
4 cylindrical specimens were prepared with 10 cm in diameter 

by 20 cm in height, for compression tests and determination 
of the concrete compression strength (fck), according to NBR 
5739:200732. After three days in the molds, the samples 
were, including the cylindrical ones, unmold and left in the 
process of curing in a tank with water for 23 days at room 
temperature.

2.4. Composite processing
The composite manufacturing is based on the hand layup 

of 15 layers of pre-impregnated material with 0/90° orientation, 
with 30 cm x 30 cm dimension according to the mold used 
in the hot compression molding process. The surfaces of the 
mold were prepared with the release agent Polidesmo 55 to 
facilitate the removal of the polymer composite.

The curing cycle of the material was determined by 
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) according to ASTM 
E2041-1333 and thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) according 
to ASTM E2550-1134. Twenty-four scans were performed in 
dynamic mode, according to the experimental planning matrix 
with 23 full factorial design, obtaining 96 temperatures distributed 
among curing and thermal degradation phenomena of the material.

The hot compression molding process was performed in 
a CMV100H-15-X hydraulic press with constant pressure of 
0.61 ± 0.03 MPa, according to the curing cycle presented in 
Figure 3. Figure 4 presents the FRP plates obtained with 3 mm 
of final thickness and dimension markings for cutting process in 
a band saw, and subsequent milling and finishing of each FRP 
beam in a DMU 50 ECO cutter to avoid stress concentration 
that could depreciate the flexural strength35,36. The final plates 
had the dimensions of 6 cm x 23 cm, with 3 mm thickness.

The plates obtained were analyzed by an ultrasound test, 
to verify the adhesion and the processing quality of the pre-
impregnated layers during the molding process. The equipment 
used was the PSS-600 model of MATEC Instruments, with 
a frequency transducer of 2.25 MHz, and the OmniScan 
MX of Olympus, with a frequency transducer of 10 MHz, 
using the A-Scan and C-Scan methods, in both equipment.

2.5. Preparation of the interface between 
concrete and composite

Considered as the critical point in the application of the 
composite as reinforcement, the preparation of the interface 

Figure 1. Domains of limit-state28.
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represents an especially important issue, to ensure the 
adhesion between the composite and the ceramic substrate 
of reinforced concrete37,38.

The preparation begins with the sanding of the concrete 
surface, followed by cleaning by compressed air. Then the 
application of the Viapol Carbon Primer, which, by penetrating 
via capillarity in the interstices of the concrete, improves the 
adhesive capacity of the surface, as represented in Figure 5a. 
The application of the structural adhesive is performed in 
sequence, approximately 2 hours after the primer, at the 
time it presents tack behavior. The structural adhesive used 
was Sikadur 31, with a layer of 1.5 to 2.5 mm thickness, as 
shown in Figure 5b. It is important to note that the structural 
adhesive has a high viscosity and base material similar to 
the FRP composite, epoxy resin. The composite plate is 
then positioned with pressure to ensure a homogeneous 

bonding and thickness along the entire element, as can be 
seen in Figure 5c. The cure was performed in air at room 
temperature for 5 (five) days.

2.6. Four-point bending test
The four-point bending test was performed on the 

specimens, considering 3 (three) categories: reinforced 
concrete; polymer composite plate; and reinforced concrete 
with composite reinforcement (hybrid beam). The test was 
performed according to NBR 12142:201039, which is based on 
a bi-supported beam with two concentrated and symmetrical 
loads according to Figure 6, exemplifying the hybrid beam 
test but used for all specimens, including the FRP.

For the bending test was used an AG-X Universal Test 
Machine of Shimadzu, with a load cell of 50 kN and the stop 
point of the tests defined in the rupture of the specimens, 
obtained with the assistance of an integrated software 
analyzing the data, without any strain or crack gauges and 
LVDT displacement. The test speed of 0.5 mm/min was used 
for concrete and hybrid specimens (reinforced concrete and 
FRP) and 5 mm/min for the FRP specimens.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Ultrasound Inspection
After the hot compression molding process, accomplished 

according to the defined curing cycle, the polymer composite 
was analyzed by ultrasound inspection, to determine the quality 
of the laminates, verifying the presence and distribution of 
defects. Figure 7 shows the obtained results.

In the ultrasound results, the clearer the image, the greater 
the return of the mechanical waves, so the white colored regions 
represent polymeric material reinforced with fibers with 100% 
of wave attenuation. This result indicates homogeneity and 

Figure 2. a) Dimensions and b) Production of concrete beams.

Figure 3. Curing cycle of epoxy resin laminates.
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Figure 4. a) Cutting and b) Milling.

Figure 5. Interface between concrete and polymer composite: a) primer application; b) structural adhesive application; and c) final 
interface result.

Figure 6. Conditions of the bending test on hybrid beams.
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low presence of defects in the plates. However, it shows the 
edges have darker colors, indicating lesser attenuation at the 
ends of the FRP plates, which reduces structural performance. 
Based on the ultrasound results and for better structural 
performance, they were removed by cutting 2.5 cm from the 
edges of all glass and carbon fibers/epoxy resin composite 
plates, maintaining only regions of greater consolidation.

3.2. Design of concrete and composite beams
The designing of reinforced concrete beams was performed 

by the determination of the steel reinforcement used in the 
beams, with the adoption of a KX coefficient of 0.422, the 
exact midpoint of domain 3, between 0.259 and 0.585. Thus, 
with Equations 3 and 4, the bending moment supported by the 
reinforcement, of 41.72 kN.cm, is determined. All parameters 
can be observed in Table 1.

Performing the inverse process with Equations 1 and 
2, the minimum compressive strength of concrete (fck) is 
determined so that it does not rupture before the reinforcement, 
the value obtained was 10.31 MPa, below the values obtained 
experimentally, through compression tests of cylindrical 
specimens according to NBR 5739:200732, of 18.00 MPa 
and 17.57 MPa in the first and second stages, respectively.

With the manipulation of the units, using the dimensions 
of the element, the testing parameters, support conditions, 
and the momentum reduction coefficient, represented by 
Equation 6, the maximum load (Fk,max) supported by the 
beam is obtained, 9.93 kN.

,
*3*2

1,4*
d

k max
M

F
l

=  (6)

The design of the composite is usually performed 
iteratively, but, as the dimensions of the composite were 

fixed (0.3 cm high x 6.0 cm wide, resulting in 1.80 cm2), the 
design was carried out inversely, obtaining the resistance for 
the hybrid beam from the strength of the composite and its 
area, with Equation 5, and the concrete and reinforcement 
strength data previously determined. According to the design, 
the beams reinforced with glass fiber composite obtained a 
bending moment of 72.34 kN.cm, while the beams reinforced 

Figure 7. Ultrasound evaluation of the polymer laminates: a) FRP-G; b) FRP-C.

Table 1. Parameters obtained and used in the design.

Design Parameters

dM 41.72 kN.cm

wb 6 cm

h 6 cm
d 4.9 cm

( ) ck minimumf 1.03 kN/cm2

( ) cd minimumf 0.74 kN/cm2

ykf 60.00 kN/cm2

ydf 52.17 kN/cm2

CK 0.394

XK 0.422

SK 1.203

sA 0.196 cm2

sϕ 0.500 cm
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with carbon fiber composite obtained a bending moment of 
87.13 kN.cm.

With the same manipulation of the units of the beams 
without reinforcement given by Equation 6, the maximum 
load supported by the beams with glass and carbon fibers 
reinforcement were obtained, 17.22 kN and 20.75 kN, 
respectively.

3.3. Bending tests
The bending tests were performed on a total of 23 specimens, 

divided into 2 stages: the first with 12 specimens and the 
second with 11 specimens, following the configuration 
presented in Table 2, and with their respective results. 
The stress (N/mm2) was calculated using Equation 7, 
according to NBR 1214239, while the strain was calculated 
directly by the testing machine based on sample dimensions 
and testing parameters.

*
* ²w

F lfctM
b h

=  (7)

It is important to clarify that the two stages of this 
study were performed on different occasions, with different 
environmental conditions, thus, to ensure the comparability 
between the results with and without the FRP, it was decided 
to produce new specimens of the reinforced concrete beams 
in the second stage. The analysis of the data obtained in the 
bending of the reinforced concrete specimens of the first 
stage of this study (Samples 1 to 4), associated with the 
results observed in Figure 8, it is possible to notice that all 
four values are quite close to the expected, 9.93 kN, which 
proves the efficiency of the design method.

Analyzing the stress x strain diagrams for reinforced 
concrete beams without FRP-G (Figure 8), it is possible 
to observe an elastic behavior at the beginning of the tests. 
Specifically, for samples 1, 3 and 4, it is possible to observe 
a stress stabilization after the peak load is reached, which 
can be attributed to the steel deformation after the concrete 
rupture and before itself fails, which is clearer in the curve 
of sample 4 between 1.15 and 1.3%.

The bending test on the FRP-G composite plates 
(Samples 5 to 8) provided the stress x strain diagrams 
shown in Figure 9. The analysis shows that the maximum 
stress values varied between 550 and 850 N/mm2, with an 

Table 2. Bending tests results.

Sample Type Ultimate load (N) Ultimate stress (N/mm2)

1st Stage

1

Reinforced Concrete

8,854.23 7.38
2 9,705.85 8.09
3 10,683.70 8.90
4 9,585.14 7.99
5

FRP-G

1,685.83 561.94
6 2,204.52 734.84
7 2,035.32 678.44
8 2,556.11 852.04
9

Hybrid 
RC + FRP-G

17,111.70 12.15
10 23,424.40 16.63
11 20,606.90 14.63
12 22,971.80 16.31

2nd Stage

13

Reinforced Concrete

11,185.70 9.32
14 11,191.80 9.33
15 10,389.20 8.66
16 12,306.30 10.26
17

FRP-C
10,481.00 3,493.67

18 9,982.71 3,327.57
19 12,195.50 4,065.17
20

Hybrid 
RC + FRP-C

28,150.70 19.99
21 24,686.90 17.53
22 28,239.60 20.05
23 30,079.80 21.36

Figure 8. Flexure results of reinforced concrete beams (Samples 
1 to 4).
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average of 706.11 N/mm2, and are within the range shown 
for different composites of glass fibers and epoxy resin40,41.

From the diagram (Figure 9), FRP-G beams 6 and 
8 present, considering a strain of 2%, approximately, a 750 and 
850 N/mm2 of maximum stress, respectively. The unusual 
format of the graph is attributed to the equipment used to 
transform a 3-point bending test into a 4-point. Due to its 
shape and the great deformation of the composite plate, at a 
certain point of the test, there is unexpected contact between 
them, interfering with load distribution and creating new stress 
points. It is possible to perceive slight stabilizations in the 
stress and a subsequent increase. These gains can be explained 
by a decrease in the resistant cross-section of the composite 
while each layer deforms, until the moment when the laminate 
generally fails. Abrupt and successive oscillations of falling 
and increasing stresses can be explained by the rupture of fiber 
monofilaments, with the stress being transferred sequentially 
and immediately to adjacent filaments42.

The flexure test in the hybrid beams (Samples 9 to 12), 
provided the stress x strain diagrams of Figure 10.

Evaluating the ultimate load, it is possible to notice that 
only sample 9 presents a value close to the expected, of 

17.22 kN, but it also shows different behavior from the other 
specimens, along with a different type of rupture, indicating 
that the specimen failed due to compression. This situation can 
be attributed to errors during the preparation of this specific 
specimen. The other specimens presented higher values, 
which shows that the design method applied in this work, 
for the hybrid beams, is very conservative and values safety.

The bending test on reinforced concrete beams prepared 
in the second stage (Samples 13 to 16) provided the stress x 
strain diagrams shown in Figure 11. In general, all specimens 
presented values above expected, 9.93 kN, higher than that 
obtained in the first stage. This can occur due to several 
reasons, such as the quality of the raw material, adjustment 
of the concrete recipe to provide workability, and even 
curing and drying conditions, such as ambient temperature 
and air humidity.

The stress x strain diagrams show similar behavior 
with the reinforced concrete beams without FRP of the first 
stage, being elastic at the beginning of the test, with small 
oscillations due to the specimen being seated on the test 
machine. In specimens 15 and 16, it is possible to observe 
a slight plastic deformation before proceeding to the peak 
load supported.

Figure 12 shows the bending results on the FRP-C 
composite plates (Samples 17 to 19). The quantitative 
analysis of the maximum stress values indicates a range of 
variation between approximately 3,250 and 4,000 N/mm2, 
with an average value of 3,628.80 N/mm2.

Analyzing the diagram in Figure 12, it is noticeably clear 
the different behavior presented by the FRP-C beams. Firstly, 
the elastic behavior is noted up to a stress of approximately 
1.1%, with a stress between 500 and 750 N/mm2, followed 
by a sharp increase in stress, featuring a plastic behavior, 
followed by the stabilizations observed in the FRP-G beams, 
and caused by the same reasons, just before reaching the 
maximum load.

Finally, the bending test on hybrid beams, reinforced 
concrete with the addition of FRP-C reinforcement (Samples 
20 to 23), provided the stress x strain diagrams of Figure 13. 
Like the specimens 13 to 16, all samples presented stress 

Figure 9. Flexure results of FRP-G laminates (Samples 5 to 8).

Figure 10. Flexure results of FRP-G hybrid beams (Samples 9 to 12).
Figure 11. Flexure results of reinforced concrete beams (Samples 
13 to 16).
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values higher than expected, 20.75 kN, confirming that the 
calculation method used for hybrid beams values safety, and 
show an elastic behavior until reaching the maximum load.

3.4. Cracking behavior
Analyzing the cracking behavior of the specimens of the 

first stage, Figure 14 shows the fractures present in specimens 
1 to 4 after the bending tests. Regarding the beams rupture, 
it is clear that all 4 beams have cracking starting in their 
lower region, close to the place where they were supported 
or even directly above the support point, with the crack 
spreading to the top of the beam.

Comparing with the fracture modes studied by Rocha et al.43, 
shown in Figure 15, it is observed that the fractures found 
are in regions B and D, characterized by rupture due to the 
lack of sufficient transverse reinforcement to resist shear 
stresses and by lack of sufficient anchoring, respectively. 
In this second case, the beam breaks abruptly by sliding of 
the longitudinal reinforcement.

Figure 16 shows the fracture behavior after the bending 
tests in specimens 9 to 12. The fractures of specimens 
10 and 12 are visible and can also be classified as ruptures 
due to insufficient transverse reinforcement or sliding of the 
longitudinal reinforcement. However, it is possible to conclude 
that there was a detachment of the polymeric composite plate 
in its longitudinal ends, presented as horizontal cracks on the 
adhesive, due to the appearance of shear stress in the beams, a 
fact also related to the failure of the concrete by shear loading.

Specimen 9 does not show cracks clearly, it only shows 
a small flaw in the upper part of the beam, which indicates 
rupture by compression of the concrete. And specimen 
11 shows a slight crack closer to the central region of the 
piece, characterizing a rupture in region A according to 
Figure 15. Rocha et al.43 explain that failures in region A, with 
cracks in the lower region and close to the center, indicate 
a fragile and brittle failure mode, probable with yielding of 
the steel reinforcement.

Regarding the second stage, Figure 17 shows the ruptures 
present in the samples 13 to 16 after the bending tests. Again, 
it is very clear to notice that most specimens have fractures 
due to the lack of sufficient transverse reinforcement to 

resist the shear stress in the specimen (Sample 15), since 
its fracture on the lower part starts relatively distant from 
the support point, and due to lack of sufficient anchoring 
(Samples 14 and 16), with the fracture starting at the bottom, 
near the support, and being transmitted to the top. However, 
specimen 13 presented a different type of fissure, originating 
in the middle of the lower part and propagating to the upper 
part, in region A, being characterized as a tensile rupture 
by pure flexion.

Figure 18 shows the crack propagation after the bending 
tests in samples 20 to 23. The fracture in all specimens is 
visible, in region D, and can also be classified as ruptures 
by sliding of the longitudinal reinforcement. It is possible to 
observe that there was also a detachment of the polymeric 
composite plate, with horizontal cracks between the support 
point and the tip of the beam.

3.5. Comparisons of load capacities of beams 
with and without FRP reinforcement

Regarding the data obtained in the first stage of the 
study, and calculating the average values, 9,707.2 N for 
specimens without composite reinforcement and 21,028.7 N 
with the FRP-G reinforcement, it is notable the increase in 
the load capacity of the beams reinforced with FRP system, 
the inclusion of the glass fiber/epoxy laminate increases the 
bending resistance by 116.63%.

An interesting aspect to note is that with the insertion 
of the reinforcement, two of the four specimens showed a 
difference in the fracture mode compared to those without 
FRP-G reinforcement. For example, sample 11 visually 
showed a fragile and brittle failure with a possible yielding 
of the steel reinforcement, showing itself to be in domain 
2 (sub-reinforced beam), in which the steel has already 
reached its yield stress and the concrete has not yet reached 
its maximum yield strength of 3.5 ‰. Sample 9 visually 
showed no cracks, which indicates the sudden collapse of the 
concrete, without warning, characterizing domain 4 (super-
reinforced beam), when the concrete is at its maximum 
yield strength of 3.5 ‰ and the steel has not yielded yet. 
This behavior indicates a clear increase in the capacity of 

Figure 13. Flexure results of FRP-C hybrid beams (Samples 20 to 23).Figure 12. Flexure results of FRP-C laminates (Samples 17 to 19).
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Figure 15. Possible fracture modes in the 4-points bending test43.

Figure 14. Cracking propagation behavior of reinforced concrete beams (Samples 1 to 4).

Calculating the average values for the second stage, 
11,268.2 N for specimens without composite reinforcement 
and 27,789.3 N with the FRP-C reinforcement, the increase 
in load capacity is again noteworthy, the carbon fiber/epoxy 
laminate provided a 146.62% increase in strength.

The same behavior observed in specimens 10 and 12, can 
also be noticed in specimens 20 to 23, since all of them fractured 
due to deficient anchoring of the main reinforcement or due 
to deficiency of the transversal reinforcement, as occurred in 
most of the beams without composite reinforcement on this 
stage. However, with the increase in loading without changing 
the rupture behavior, it is considered that the composite 

the beams to withstand bending stresses with the addition 
of the FRP reinforcement.

However, specimens 10 and 12 showed the same fracture 
behavior as those without the application of reinforcement. 
Thus, the fractures occurred with greater load values than 
in systems without reinforcements, but these specimens 
continued to fail by shear stress, which may also indicate 
that this system of reinforcement for bending, also increases 
the capacity of the beam to support the shear stress that 
appears, an observed fact that was not essentially expected, 
confirming the efficiency of the reinforcement system with 
glass fiber/epoxy resin composites.
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Figure 16. Cracking propagation behavior of FRP-G hybrid beams (Samples 9 to 12).

Figure 17. Cracking propagation behavior of reinforced concrete beams (Samples 13 to 16).
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also contributed to mitigate the effect of these deficiencies, 
increasing the ultimate load capacity of the beams.

3.6. Load capacity comparisons between 
reinforcement systems

It is also possible to compare the reinforcement systems and 
how the difference between the mechanical characteristics was 
transmitted to the reinforcement system. The FRP-G composite 
showed an average maximum strength of 706.82 N/mm2, while 
the FRP-C composite showed an average maximum strength 
of 3,628.80 N/mm2, which represents a difference of 413.40%. 
Carbon fiber is universally recognized for its strength, and 
such a significant difference was already expected.

However, the hybrid beams with FRP-G had an average 
maximum strength of 14.9 N/mm2, while the hybrid beams 
with FRP-C had an average maximum strength of 19,7 N/mm2, 
which represents a percentage increase of 32.2%, a value 
much lower than that found when comparing composites.

This happens due to several reasons, among them is the 
fact that the properties of the concrete have not been altered, 
that is, despite the addition of a tensile reinforcement, the 
component subject to compression has not been altered. 
Another possible reason is the interface between the materials, 
as it was possible to notice, in all FRP-C hybrid beams there 
was the detachment of the plate, with no apparent damage 
to the plate itself, indicating that the main reason for the 
failure was due to the structural adhesive not supporting 
the transmission of the load, nevertheless, the gain obtained 

was very expressive, and demonstrates the validity of the 
reinforcement system.

4. Conclusion
This work addresses the use of glass and carbon 

fibers-based composites with epoxy resin as a structural 
reinforcement for reinforced concrete beams. Beginning 
with the appropriate dimensioning of the beams and the 
composite, the lamination and manufacture of the composite, 
the preparation of specimens, and the fixation of the composite 
in them, the structural gain provided by the reinforcement 
was evaluated.

The results obtained showed a substantial increase in the 
load capacity of reinforced concrete structures after using the 
reinforcement system based on FRP. On average, reinforced 
concrete beams without reinforcement supported a load of 
approximately 9.7 kN and 11.3 kN, while reinforced concrete 
beams reinforced with the glass fiber composite supported 
an average of 21.0 kN, equivalent to a percentage increase 
of 116.6%, and concrete beams with carbon fiber composite 
supported 27.8 kN, showing a 146.6% increase. Comparing 
the systems, the carbon fiber reinforcement system showed 
a percentage increase of 32.2% in comparison with the glass 
fiber reinforcement system.

The importance of the interface in the success of the 
reinforcement system of this work is emphasized, the care in 
this stage is shown as a differential to guarantee the greater 

Figure 18. Cracking propagation behavior of FRP-C hybrid beams (Samples 20 to 23).
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integration between the concrete substrate and the composite 
reinforcement. Another factor to be highlighted is the curing 
cycle determined for the hot compression molding process 
of the composite, being decisive in maximum consolidation 
and better structural performance of the composite.

Thus, the studied system proved to be efficient as 
reinforcement in reinforced concrete beams, offering a 
considerable increase in strength, as well as validating the 
calculation and design methods.
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